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Editors message President’s message

Welcome to the Autumn 2015 edition of the Epic. In this edition we have
a little something for everyone, whether it is walking, climbing, kayaking,
canyoning or cooking. Two of our featured trip reports are from Chris Capon
who is currently a visiting scholar over in Scotland and he has shared his
thoughts about his walking and kayaking experiences around the Scottish
Isle.
Damian (Damo) Jovanovic is our featured guest writer this edition with
details on his latest development at Billy Billy rocks. We’ve all heard the
stories of endless splitter cracks – so if you don’t mind a bit of snow with
your climbing, be sure to head up there soon.
Each year the ANUMC provides financial support to members to participate
in a range of activities, including competitions, training and to head out
on adventures and technical expeditions. Recently, the club part-funded
twelve participants to partake in Remote Area First Aid training. These skills
are invaluable in a club like ours so when you are next on a trip you can be
comforted by the fact that you are likely to have a number of highly skilled
first aiders along with you should anything go wrong.
Earlier this month applications for the 2015 Adventure and Expedition Fund
were opened. This year we hope to build on the success from last year and
support a number of ANUMC members to get out further afield than our
regular trips. The Adventure fund supports trips that may be difficult to
get to, logistically problematic or a touch more technical than the average
walk in Namadgi or climbing trip to Thommo’s point. The Expedition
fund supports trips that are much more epic in nature, require significant
planning and will push the trip participants to develop their technical
expertise. Make sure that you check out the information in this edition and
read Nicko’s piece on his upcoming trip to Tasmania.
Winter is well and truly upon us and the skis are being dusted off and tuned
in preparation for the upcoming season. When you head out on your next
winter adventure be sure to send us your trip reports, photos or recipes.
Nic Fox and Thomas Polden

I was recently researching the effects of climate change on the Australian
winter and ski industry for an article in Australia’s Bushwalking Magazine,
Wild.
In short, it does not look good.
The Snowy Mountains have already lost a third of their snowpack since the
1950s, and could lose more than half their snow again by mid-century. US
ski resort giant, Vale, was certainly counting on poor Australian conditions
when it bought Perisher earlier this year, by offering season pass holders
access to its US snow fields. The A$178m it spent on the NSW resort was
a gamble that enough Australians would continue to invest in season
passes, and fly half way across the world when the snowfall in Australia
was poor.
Well, they are probably betting the right way for many people. Australian
downhill skiing has never been as good as Japan or Canada.
Rather, we had it first.
For those who don’t know, competitive recreational skiing officially started
in Australia, when the world’s first ski club was founded in the gold mining
town of New South Wales, Kiandra. Scandinavian immigrants had brought
with them the tradition of skiing as transport, and in Australia skiing as a
club sport was born in 1861. Skis were made from everything, including
fence pickets, and races were held at Kiandra for nearly a century.

Club president Jess (left) admiring the view during Cocktails at the Castle last summer

While Kiandra itself is now abandoned, the sport need not be. The
Australian high country, with its undulating hills and picturesque snow
gums (and huts, at least in Victoria), makes for perfect back country skiing.
There has been a revival in recent years of interest in our own winter
backyard, with the upcoming film The Roof of Oz recreating pioneering
conditions on the Main Range by using 1930s gear.
Thankfully for those of us at the ANU Mountaineering Club, there is no
need to resort to fence posts or 1930s skis. The gear store loans out snow
shoes and cross country skis during the winter, and our super-enthusiastic
Skiing Officer Richard has been organising lessons and trips before the
season even started. And, if his well-attended Ski Information night is
anything to go by, there is already a lot of interest in getting the most out
of the Aussie winter backcountry.
You might spend the next few months kayaking the winter rainfall, or
bushwalking the winter coast, or simply rugged up inside with a mug
of tea and the curtains drawn. These are all fantastic activities, and your
President certainly intends to partake in them. But perhaps, even if it is just
for one weekend, you should get out into the Aussie snow. Climate change
may not be kind to the future, which is even more reason to enjoy all that
it is worth now.
Jessica Hancock
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NEW GEAR UPDATE
Getting to trawl through the latest and greatest gear is one of the perks
of being an ANUMC activity officers. Each year, activity officers are given
the opportunity to replace and add to the ANUMC gear haul.
This year we have made some exciting additions to both the gear store
and the kayaking shed.

TRANGO RAPTOR ICE TOOLS
The Trango Raptor ice tools are the newest additions to
the ANUMC collection.
These new tools are for both mixed and ice
climbing. These tools are nicely balanced
and have a one piece moulded rubber
grip, which means that they are
comfortable and will reduce fatigue.
These ice tools will be great for both beginner and intermediate
ice climbers in the club and will allow members to learn to lead ice
climb with a suitable tool.

BD SPINNER LEASH
One of the biggest complaints about the current ice tools
and leashes available in the gear store is that the leashes are
attached to the individual tool and then to your hand. This
makes ice climbing difficult when you may need to place
on tool into the ice and then swap hands to execute a
complicated manouvre, or to simply scratch your nose.
The new Black Diamond Spinner Leash attaches to the tool
and then at your harness and has a swivel which gives you
freedom of movement. These new leashes are to only be
used with the new Trango Raptors.

BOOTS & CRAMPONS

SKIS

The Mountaineering gear has seen a significant upgrade in 2015. In
addition to the Trango Raptor ice tools and the Black Diamond Spinner
Leashes, Thomas Polden (Mountaineering Officer) has been combing
eBay and Gumtree looking for good quality second hand mountaineering
boots and crampons. This approach has allowed him to make the best
use of the gear budget as in many cases the boots and crampons have
been barely used.

This year the club has added to its (large) quiver of skis. We have
recently received three pairs of Fischer S-bound skis and another pair of
Madshus Epoch. These lightweight skis feature pattern bases and have
been set up with lightweight telemark bindings to allow members to
explore more of the Australian backcountry. The gear store has pretty
much all the gear that need for a great weekend in the backcountry,
now all we need is some snow.

CAMALOT X4
These versatile cams have been added
to the trad climbing gear offerings in
the gear store. These cams feature a
flexible cable stem and a narrow head
width, allowing you to get them into
some really tight places.
The gear store now has sizes 0.1 - 0.4.

CAMALOT C4
We have also added to our range of
Camalot C4s with new #4, #5 and #6. Now
there will be no arguing over who is going
to do Lamplighter (14) at Arapiles as there
will be plenty of mega cams to tackle the
epic roof crack in pitch 4. I’m not sure what all the fuss is about really, my
tactic to take a #4 and just drag it through the crack uncammed with me
as I inch along the slab.

OTHER ADDITIONS
•

Two new kayaks

•

New kayaking trailer

•

Helmets and belay devices

•

Dry bags for canyoning

•

Telescopic ski poles

•

Snow shoes

•

Car camping tents

•

Group shelter/shade tent
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In addition to the cams, we have also added two new Sterling
9.8mm dynamic climbing ropes, a new set of Sterling 8.4mm double
dynamic ropes and replacement slings and carabiners.
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Double dose of rogaining at the ACTRA Autumn events
The weekend of the 18-19 April offered a lot of
options for the keen rogainer. Out on the Lower
Cotter Catchment, 3 events were proposed: a night
5h, followed 12h later by a day 6h or a bike 6h.

Saturday
The best of Saturday afternoon was spent packing
supplies into a hydration bag and pondering how
cold it would be. My choice was t-shirt and rain jacket
on, two thermals in a drybag. No fancy nutrition
plan required for 5h at an intermediate pace: I went
for a sandwich before the start, plus a sandwich and
few muesli bars in the pack. I was just ready in time
to pick up Alice and Mainak at 3pm. Arriving for
3:30pm at the Hash House, we met a full contingent
of ANUMC adventure racers: Charlotte and Michael,
Clare and Kieran, Minh Tam with Caroline and Mica.
Iain and Josh were there, as well as a a group of PhD
students from the ANU Research School of Earth
Sciences (which seems to overlap with the ANUMC to
a fair amount): Mainak was heading with colleagues
Madi and Craig for his first rogaine, as well as Bianca
and Tanja, both beginners and heading out there in
a night event.. I was quite chuffed to be going with
Alice for this event, hurray for ladies teams!
We got given the maps that would be the same for
both days. The course seemed smaller than usual at
first. However, it was set mostly on pine plantation
and we were warned that blackberries were thriving
pretty much everywhere off tracks. This made
for much longer travelling distances in between
controls. It was later proven true that ‘short’cuts were
a bad bad idea… Alice and I opted for going up the
Tidbinbilla range road on the SW corner of the map.
We thought that it would offer high scoring controls,
for a relatively easier navigation. We planned to
maybe collect more controls in the central part of the
map on our way home, so that it would be flexible
according to how much time we had left. Our plan
was 4h walking at a minimum of 3km/h: 12km and
about 1h of total running time pushing us another
10km. This should lead us most of the way on our
primary loop, if no major mistakes were made. Flight
plans were handed in, everyone gathered for the final
briefing for a 5pm start.
The execution of the plan went pretty smoothly as
we were heading up the hill, the darkness and a light

rain setting in. Jogging on the flat ridge, we were
greeted by dense fog along Pierce Mountain and
beyond. Fog is quite entertaining at night, as setting
your torch brighter only increases the glare in front
of you, not so much the visibility ahead… We were
grateful for the precise control descriptions: ‘20m SW
of clearing’. Scanning the lights showed no trees on
right, no trees on left, this must be the clearing! Pace
counting from there led us right in front of control 71,
when Alice spotted it in the forest, success! It was also
difficult to spot the track heading down, but again,
the ‘no trees there’ gave it away. Lower down the
ridge, we passed the bend next to control 80 before
realising we were too low (always hard assessing the
change of speed between uphill and downhill…), as
the track forking off to the right that was our attack
point was completely overgrown. Going back 50m up
to the bend, Alice again made short work of spotting
the control. From then onwards, navigation was a bit
easier without the fog, and we got to see Canberra
lights in the distance. It got quite obvious that we
were running slightly behind schedule and that I had
to trick my sore ITB into a few more minutes jogging
here and there. By the time we made it to control 54,
it was clear that we had to head straight back to the
hash house leaving all these controls behind, at a
good pace. I found myself jogging the uphills instead
of the downhills (damned ITB). We had 20 min left
by the time we met a couple of teams looking for
control 30, and decided to dart for 20 as well. The
single track leading from 30 to 20 was deeply rutted
and filled up with mud and water which made for
a very entertaining skating exercise, trying to not
leak too much time… We made it back to the Hash
House with two minutes to spare. We finished quite
happy with our effort, although our route choice was
suboptimal since we could not take advantage of the
group of controls in the middle of the map. If only I
was a bit faster… I’ll try and fix my knee for next time!

Above: Participants getting ready.
Photo: ACTRA
Left: Bianca and Tanja at their
3rd rogaining control ever!
Photo: Tanja

The warm food was very nice at the finish, although
as usual I was too tired to get anything down. There
was a Nutella crumble! Mainak seemed very happy
of his first rogaine, keeping up with the speedy Madi
and Craig along a pretty extensive part of the course.
Bianca and Tanja explored the northern section of the
map, before venturing south for 20 and 30: awesome
effort for a first try at navigation! As Madi was telling
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Double dose of rogaining at the ACTRA Autumn events (cont.)
the story of a bat flying in her face trying to catch a
moth, the presentations started. Claire and Kieran
beat Charlotte and Michael by 10 points for first and
second in the mixed open, Alice and I came first in
the women’s open. Then it was time to make a quick
exit to not get back too late… Home at 11:30pm:
setting the gear to dry, stretching/foam-rolling
session and hot shower.

Sunday
7am. Good news, the gear is dry! Bad news: the knee
hurts. At least everything was packed already, so
Pierre-Do and I were driving to the event in no time.
This time, a lot of the cars at the Hash house were
equipped with bike racks. Under the sun, everyone
got busy prepping the bikes, map boards, or the
usual foot rogainer map-waterproofing antics.
Kieran and Clare, with Caroline, Minh Tam and Mica
were back for a second day on bikes this time, while
Madi and Craig were going out for a run again, sans
Mainak. Another buch of ANUMC teams showed up
for the foot event: Suzi, Rafina and Amelia for the girl
power, Marco and Kristen, Mark with beginners Joëlle
and Julien, and finally new ANUMC members but
seasoned rogainers Neets and Damien. Lyle, who we
know mostly from climbing, took the map boards out
of retirement and was there with his dad Andy for a
ride.
At this point, the air was warm, the sun was shining
and the only tough aspect was for mountain
bikers to decide which tracks would be rideable.
Tricky planning when a quarter of them don’t exist
anymore and another third are 50cm deep ruts
made into puddles by yesterday’s rain. While most
teams planned their course up the Tidbinbilla range
mountains, Pierre-Do and I, Neets and Damien as well
as Suzi, Rafina and Amelia decided to have a relaxed
day and stay lower, in the Western part of the map.
Some of us planned to have a potential extra loop at
the end on the northern section, which in hindsight
of how the weather evolved was very strategic
planning.
The rogaine started well with the swift collection of
20, 30 and 41 that I had scouted the night before.
Heading north from 41 to 100, the first route choice
came up. Fearing wild undergrowth, Pierre-Do and
I decided to backtrack to the saddle and follow the
track around. When getting to the control, a few

teams heading down straight, and I felt a pang of
guilt for taking the easy navigation choice, but we
decided to stick to plan. With a giggle as we got
down to the gully, we soon realised how good that
decision was: we could hear the two ‘short cut’
teams on the other side of the creek, separated from
us on the track by a 20 wide ocean of 1.5m high
blackberries ‘-How are you going on the other side?’
‘-The blackberries!!’. We heard from them later that
they had to abort the blackberry swim operation
and climb back up the spur again. We proceeded
up Murray’s hill and it started raining heavily. It kept
raining and getting colder from 2h in, as we were
methodically sweeping controls in the middle of
the map. We opted out of our lunch break and extra
southern loop and made a bee-line to the hash
house, shivering in the wind.
I think this is the point where most mountain bike
teams decided to call it a day, I can’t imagine how
cold I would have been on a bike. Rain jacket-free
Madi reports a very low morale rain jacket-free Craig
on the top of Pierce Hill, not warming up despite
running, Mark recalls getting pretty hypothermic
and almost failing to open his pack for warm clothes
because of numb fingers. By this time, Pierre-Do and
I were having a hot tea, a toastie, another toastie,
a fried banana with chilli (yum) and a curry with
couscous at the hashhouse. Bailing after 4h when
we were warm again seemed a bit soft, and most of
all we wanted to see if Mark would bring back Joelle
and Julien alive, so Pierre-Do and I headed out to
the northern part of the map with 1.5h left. Madi
and Craig did the same after a short stop at the hash
house, Neets and Damien were tough and pushed
north directly before getting tempted by a hot meal.
Knees started to ache a bit too much and PierreDo and I headed back, finishing 30 min early. Quite
a few teams stayed out until the end which was a
good effort! Mark, Joelle and Julien came back with
3 minutes to spare, Marco and Kristen a few minutes
late, Caroline, Minh Tam and Mica 10 minutes later.

Heading down to 74, Damien and
Neets walking in the rain.

Joelle, Julien and Mark, running
for the finish.

Shortly after everyone got fed and warm again, the
presentations started. Caroline, Minh Tam and Mica
came second in the open mixed for the bike event.
Mark, Joelle and Julien second in the open mixed
foot event and Craig and Madi third. Suzi, Amelia and
Rafina came second in the women’s open.
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Date Energy Balls—raw food
makes about 2 dozen

Ingredients:
2 cups walnuts, or other nut/seed of choice
1 cup shredded unsweetened coconut
2 cups soft dates, pitted
2 tablespoons coconut oil
1 teaspoon sea salt
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
Additional:
some chia seeds and raw cacao powder
Directions:

In a large food processor process the walnuts and coconut until crumbly. Add in the
dates, coconut oil, vanilla and sea salt (and cacao and chia seeds) and process again
until a sticky, uniform batter is formed. If its not sticky enough add a little more
coconut oil.
Form into balls, slabs, rolls, robots or whatever shape takes your fancy.
Coat with additional shredded coconut (optional).
Special thanks to Magdelana and Rob for
submitting this recipe.
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WALKING
A
FINE LINE
Story and photos by
Chris Capon

Scots have a great sense of humor, maybe in part
because they’ve grown up with Scottish weather; a
prankster with a dry sense of humor (though that’s
about the only thing dry about it). It’s like that friend
everyone has with all the bad puns. They’re pretty
cool to hang out with but sometimes you just have to
roll your eyes.
A favorite joke of the weather is to draw you
outside with idyllic sunshine, enchanting you with
the beautiful country side, only to drench you in a
combination of sleet, wind and rain as soon as you’re
too far out. The weather has a little giggle and you
just get on with it.
This weekend was SUMC’s trip to Ben Nevis, the last
winter trip of the season. Not to be outdone, the
weather decide to try a new prank…and everyone
got sunburnt because the weather was absolutely
perfect! Who expected that!?
Ben Nevis is known for a variety of reasons, good
weather is generally not one of them – which begs
the question of why there is an observatory on the
top. Of the Munro’s in Scotland, it is among nine
over 4000 ft (1,200 m), with Càrn Mòr Dearg sitting
opposite it linked by the CMD arete also taking a spot
in the top nine. Càrn Mòr Dearg summits at 1,221 m

The clouds clearing off the range
on the approach
An easy days walk
Photo Credit: Ordnance Survey Maps
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while the Ben takes top spot (get it? :P ) at 1,344 m
above sea level. Our plan for the day, starting at the
North face carpark, was to summit Càrn Mòr Dearg
and then follow the CMD Arete around to summit
Ben Nevis before heading down the tourist track in
a loop approximately 18 km in length and a total
change in elevation of about 1500 m.
It seemed apt that my first Munro would be Càrn Mòr
Dearg, translated Red Hill, given my coloring (and
the appalling amount of orange things I own as was
pointed out to me the night before). Starting the day
at the very reasonable time of 8 am, the north face
car park is a nice wooded area. Coming around a
corner and emerging from the woods, you are treated
to the breath taking spectacle of the Ben.
After a bit of a boggy slog to start, it was a relief to
get up to ridge line. Strangely enough, of all the parts
of the walk, this part was easily the toughest.
Reaching the ridge line we decided to have a well
deserved rest, during which we were a little surprised
to hear a strange sound; the sound of a motor bike.
Initially we dismissed the sound, so we watched with
incredulity as a couple minutes later a person on a
bike bike zip up past us all the way to the summit of
Càrn Mòr Dearg and then came back down.
On our way up Càrn Mòr Dearg. Can anyone
believe this weather? Answer: No

Finally up on the ridge line and looking enviously at the
chair lifts on Nevis range across from us.

Walking on snow is much nicer than a bog

8
… seriously?

I’m not sure whether that was more impressive
than the alpine skiers who zipped past us as we
were walking to our first summit, traveling heart
wrenchingly close to the edge of what was clearly
just wind packed snow.
Following the walk up to the summit was the fun bit
of the day. Out came the crampons and axes, it was
time for the the Arete. The CMD Arete is described
by ukh as ‘A contender for the title of grandest ridge
walk in the country…It is unquestionably the most
enjoyable non-climber’s route on Ben Nevis, leagues
ahead of the crowded and frankly dull trudge up the
Tourist Track.’ I couldn’t agree more. If you’re looking
for a bit of a scramble, exposure and some of the
most impressive views you’ll ever see, all combined,
look no further and this route. Following a thin ridge
all the way around to Ben Nevis, you are treated to
spectacular views of the Ben’s north face, shear drops
to either side and some scrambling that will get the
blood flowing. I’ll admit at times I was nervous, not
being incredibly confident scrambling in crampons
but that was half the fun.
Not a bad view.

Stepping off the arete onto the back of the Ben, there
was only one thing left to do. Head to the summit! At
just make sure you don’t walk too close to the edge…

Heading up to the summit of Càrn Mòr Dearg
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Starting down onto the ridge, a little bit of cloud…

but it didn’t hang around forever!

this point I shall re-iterate, Scots are fit. Huffing and
puffing my way up the steep slope to the summit, I
watched a couple people in our group disappear into
the distance, reaching the summit before I had gone
more than a quarter of the way up and I was by no
means going slow (well for me anyway). Hanging out
with these people, I’m getting fitter, but I definitely
still have a ways to go. Then again, maybe part of the
secret is this Irn-Bru stuff everyone seems to drink.
Whatever their secret, great job guys (I’m just a little
jealous) ;)
Getting to the top, we were introduced one of the
stranger places to put an observatory. I can see
the logic; highest peak in Scotland, let’s put an
observatory there. What they seem to have forgotten
is that there are only around 14 days of sunshine and
clear skies a year in Scotland. Not ideal for astronomy.
Still, it’s pretty cool :).
So we’d summited two Munro’s and scrambled
around on a Arete. What was left to do? Head down
the tourist track, back to the hall and drink some
good wine and eat some amazing food (seriously
good cooking guys!). Notice that I didn’t say walk
down the tourist track. At this stage my knees
and feet were starting to voice a couple of mild
complaints about abuse, mistreatment and what not.
Trying to spot some friends heading up Tower Ridge

Taking a rest
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Checking out the view on the final slog

The obligatory trig point

The Ben Nevis observatory. Best place for
watching clouds in Scotland.

Weeeeeeeee

So we came up with a compromise, self-arresting the
entire way to the snow line. So. Much. Fun.
Getting back to the car park in the glittering twilight,
I still hadn’t processed how genuinely spectacular the
day had been. All I new: that was one damn fine line.
What could top that?
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Guess I have to walk now :(

At least the view is good…

EXPEDITION

&
You may have heard of the ANUMC’s expedition fund – since 2007,
it’s helped to get some awesome and inspiring trips off the ground,
including mountaineering in New Zealand, kayaking down Tassie’s
Franklin River and climbing on the island of Socrotora. There is also
exploratory canyoning in Tassie coming up. In 2014 we trialled the
addition of the Adventure Fund, which saw sea kayaking (Freycinet,
Tasmania) and mountaineering (New Zealand).

ADVENTURE

Now its time to put together proposals for the 2015 expedition and
adventure fund! Whether you’re looking at a challenging and large scale
expedition (the Expedition Fund) or a smaller, more achievable, but still
challenging trip that’s closer to home (the Adventure Fund), we hope
you’ll find some inspiration and put together an excellent proposal.
THE DETAILS

The Expedition Fund—the successful application(s) will receive up
to $5000 towards making their expedition a reality. Any challenging
expedition that is of substantial scale, and will develop technical skills,
teamwork and leadership, can be considered here.

The Adventure Fund—the successful application will receive up to
$2000 towards flights, substantial fuel costs, buying new equipment …
whatever you might need to take your skills further (and perhaps work
towards one day going for the Expedition Fund).
FUNDING CAP

We’ve got a cap of up to $5,000 for the year, so that could be one
(exceptional) expedition or a couple of smaller trips, depending on the
applications.
WHAT WE’D LIKE

A detailed proposal, including (but not limited to): proposed dates,
costings, itinerary, preparation and training, number (and names) of
participants, and anything else that will make us get excited. More
information, including previous proposals, is included at the link below.
GIVING BACK TO THE CLUB
We’d really like you to demonstrate how you are going to give back to
the club, and to document this in your proposal.
SO YOU’VE GOT THE FUNDING, DONE THE TRIP, WHAT NEXT?
On completion of the expedition or adventure, we want you to share
your experiences with the club through slide shows, discussion
evenings, skills nights - whatever else is effective in sharing your new
knowledge and enthusiasm with the club.

FUNDS
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I have found tri-cams to be very useful in many placements when nothing else works,
turning routes that are considered to be sketchy and ‘run out’ it to safe well protected
climbs. The main reason that Tricams fit where nothing else does is becuase of their
head width. In a range of sizes from around pink to blue, Tricams are half the head
width of a corresponding spring-loaded camming device (SLCD). So it is possible to
get a solid Tricam placement where only two lobes of a SLCD would fit.
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The Tricam was invented by Greg Lowe in 1973, first released to the market in 1981,
and has not changed much in design since then. They are certainly a very curious
pieces of protection. At first glance they look like a stange nut of questionable use.
Unfortunatly tricams are often only given a glance and left at that, or even draged up
multiple climbs without touching the rock as the climber is not quite sure what to do
with them. But given some practice to achieve good proficiency in placing them and
you will wonder how you ever did without them.

am

Personnaly, I belive that the tricam is a magnificently simple and versatile piece of
climbing engineering. There are no moving parts and it can be used as either as a passive chock or an active cam. It can be shoved in almost anywhere, horizontals, pockets,
splitters, and shallow cracks with a little creativity.
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ricams used to be very popular, however they do still have a strong (almost
cult-like) following. The Tricam often polarises climbers you either trust ‘em
or you don’t. Much loved by trad dads, big wallers and the alpinist who would argue
they are the greatest piece of gear on their rack. Deriled by gym bunnies, pebble wrestlers and spurt dogs who would argue that Tricams are a piece of old tech soon to be
forgotten.
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Another big advantage of the Tricam is that they are not nearly as prone to walking as SLCDs.
SLCDs use pressure from springs to hold them in place, Tricams can be set with a jerk (much
like setting a nut) that lodges them much more securely than the springs on a SLCD. Which
means they are much less likely to move or get kicked out of place when a climber moves past
them.
Tricams have some unique advantages in winter conditions, where cracks are slippery and
sometimes iced, the pointed fulcrum side of the Tricam will bite into the placement and resists
slipping out before loading better than SLCDs. Because the fulcrum point on a Tricam comes
to a actual point, it bites into softer surfaces much better than the rounded lobes on SLCDs. A
Tricam can be placed so the cam rails are on solid rock, then tugged hard enough on the sling
while setting the cam to force the fulcrum point into the ice. They also have no moving parts to
freeze.
Tricams do have their down sides though. They can be quite tricky to clean, especially if they
are placed in a tight position without much wiggle room. You do need to show your partner
how to remove Tricams by understanding how to un-cam a ‘active’ placement. Extraction often
requires a nut tool, so they can be difficult to remove if the second is unable to use both hands.
The Tricam is not as easy to place with one hand and take longer to place and clean than SLCDs (what doesn’t?), and so are less than ideal for placing in a pumpy stance. A reported issue
with them (that I have so far not experieved) is that when fallen on, they can get fixed fairly
easily making them nearly impossible to remove.
They are often (depending on size) not rated as strong in the passive (chock) position as they
are their active (cam) postion. They have rolled pins that attach the sling to the head of the
Tricam that will apparently fail at a lower direct load than a caming load.
So to sum up, Tricams are uniquely suited for horizontal cracks because of their flexibility,
and pockets and shallow cracks because of their narrow head width and short head length. In
pocketed areas they can sometimes be the most bomber piece. They are durable and relatively
cheap compared to a SLCD. I use Tricams most often at Mount Arapiles which is full of pockets and horizontal features so suited to the Tricam. The pink Tricam has soothed my nerves
there many a time.
Story: Thomas Polden
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BIMBERI SUNRISE
Story and photos by Sebastian Wende

Timelapse: https://vimeo.com/122849565

To be honest I'm writing this trip report two and a
half months after the actual trip, in fact I just had
to go back to the trip calendar to see how long ago
it was. This suggests the trip was not particularly
memorable or that it was conducted at hours of the
morning where the brain does not fully register what
is happening. The second was definitely true.

to overcompensate for what may lie ahead. The
group motored along doing around 5km an hour, a
pace that meant that we would be on the summit
of Mount Bimberi well before sunrise. Instead of
spending this extra time shivering on the summit we
had a short lie down at Murray Gap.

This was the first trip I had organised through the
club and organising a walk that planned to cover 50
km and 2000 meters vertical, over 12 hours, starting
a midnight, was not guaranteed to be a success. I
hoped appropriate self selection would prevail, I also
hoped someone would actually come.
Luckily I was able to fool 5 other people into
thinking the planned 50 km walk was a great way
to spend Friday night and Saturday morning so 6 of
us met outside the gear store at 10:30pm and set
off for Orroral Tracking station. In the cars and at
the start of the walk chat was at an elevated level,
suggesting either genuine excitement or an attempt

When we did finally did arrive at the summit we
lamented our early arrival given the freezing
temperatures and stiff breeze, 30 seconds later we
saw the first hint of colour on the horizon. For the
next hour and a bit we huddled on the summit,
heated some breakfast and coffee and watched a
magnificent sunrise over an inversion shrouded
Namadgi. After the sun had fully risen we quickly
descended to get out of the wind and down to
warmer temps.
The 25km return walk was done in no time, falling
safely into the type 1 fun category, well that's how I
remember it anyway.
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Billy Billy
Rocks
Namadgi National Park, ACT

Anyways, long story short, I found this new cliff out past Tidbinbilla
called Billy Billy, and it’s freaking awesome. Well ok, I didn’t exactly find it,
turns out that bushwalkers have known about the place for years. And the
awesomeness will kind of depend on one’s willingness to walk up a hill with a
big pack then suffer for one’s art. But don’t be put off, let me sell it a little.

Firstly, what’s there?

Secondly, what do you need?
A short rope and a long rack. Although many of the routes are only ten
or fifteen meters high they can suck up triples of the same sized cams.
Definitely long pants and tape (watch one of them YouTube thingys if you
need to learn how to make tape gloves). All approach and route info is on
The Crag.

ng

30ish granite cracks ranging in height from seven to twenty meters, and
in difficulty from very easy to rather tricky. Throw in a handful of searing
bolted arêtes, beautiful views, a 45 minute slog up a hill, and you have a……
”wait a second. Did he just…?” Yeah, ok, so there’s a 2km walk up a hill to get
there, but bushwalkers think that shit is fun (I have no idea why), and your
sport climber noodle-legs could probably use a bit of muscle anyway.

Story by
Damian Jovanovic

C li m bi

I’ve never thought of myself as one of those “crag developer” kind of guys.
You know the type, always frothing about some new cliff of theirs which
is gonna be the next Thomson’s Point, but in reality turns out to be a moss
covered pile of disintegrating grunder, decorated with shitloads of burnt out
shopping trolleys and a homeless dude camping down the lefthand end (or
maybe that’s the bloke who put up the routes).
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Thirdly, why go to Billy Billy?
Simple, because Shipley and Nowra are the climbing equivalent of lollies
while Billy Billy is climbing Broccoli. Your parents didn’t make you eat
Broccoli through meanness (or maybe they did, because you ruined their
lives just by being born… but anyway, your family problems aren’t the point
of this analogy). The point is that even though lollies taste so wonderful and
sweet, you need to eat your broccoli if you want to grow up big and strong.
The coolest summits in the world aren’t reached by dynoing up sandstone
slopers with a line of ringbolts to show the way. Yosemite, Squamish, Valle
di Mello, Chamonix, Patagonia, Baffin Island. These legendary climbing
destinations should be on the wish list of every climber, and they all require
skills on granite cracks. If you’re just finding your way into the genre, it’ll
probably seem weird and hard and horrible. But persevere and broccoli will
morph from unpleasant to intriguing, to satisfying, to delicious (especially
with just a splash of sesame oil and oyster sauce). Billy Billy is Canberra’s
new best training gym for global granite adventuring.
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I’ve said it before, I’ll say it again; kayakers are crazy. Turns out, so am I.
Until recently I’ve been sitting on the fence
regarding kayaking. Don’t get me wrong,
I’ve always enjoyed myself when I’ve gone
paddling, it just hadn’t captured my fantasies the way climbing has. Spending a
weekend with SUCC at Spean Bridge has
changed all that. I was given a firm shove
off the fence into the frigid waters of the
highlands. I loved it.
I’m getting a little ahead of myself here.
Despite what you might think, a kayaking
trip doesn’t start with a river, it starts with
faff. Well, it’s supposed to anyway. Sneaking away from Uni at 4 pm on a Friday, I arrived at SUCC’s gear store to a flurry of activity. People, darting too and fro, grabbing

boats, spray decks, cags, wet suits, helmets, paddles and all the other paraphernalia needed for a weekend on the river.
What was surprising was that it all seemed
shockingly organised, an occurrence probably as rare as blue skies on Ben Nevis
(see what I did there ;) ). My cynical side
suspects it may have had something to do
with a mad dash for the good gear. With 28
people on the trip, not everyone was going
to have top notch gear.
Speaking of top notch gear, like with climbing gear, boats just don’t look right when
they’re shiny and new. Barcode stickers,
that’s just wrong.
Piling into the minibus, we were on the
road in record time, leaving around 6ish, a

mere two hours after we started packing!
While we’re on the subject of minibuses,
they’re awesome and all trips should be
conducted from them. A minibus turns a
monotonous road trip into a rolling party.
Not that I’m saying that people were drinking on the bus or anything, kayakers are
a really sober bunch…ok, there may have
been a couple drinks here or there, maybe
a little dancing, a bit of singing, some strip
teases…wait I think I’m just fantasising
now, lets just go with, what happened on
the minibus stays on the minibus. Suffice
to say, by the time I get back to Australia,
I’m going to be able to form a Taylor Swift
tribute band with all the practice I’ve been
getting. Thankfully, with my fellow Aussie,
Ross, DJing we also got to listen to some
Cat Empire and Hilltop Hoods. You know,
real bands ;) (I may have to lay low after
this post).

Arriving at the same hall SUMC used for
the Ben Nevis trip, we didn’t do the mountaineering thing and head to bed. Kayakers are many things, civilized they are not.
The drivers got their well deserved beers
and the games began. As a strange hybrid
creature somewhere between kayaker
and mountaineer, together with my fellow
pebble wrestlers, we contributed the noble
sport of table bouldering to the inebriated
shenanigans of the night. There were some
very interesting bruises from that the next
morning…
Waking up the next morning, a little
groggy, a little hungover (or a lot in some
cases), we jumped back into the minibuses
and got pumped with some Taylor Swift on
the drive to the Archiag, our first river for
the trip.
The section of the Archiag we did was
mostly a grade 2 river with a couple 3+/4
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events mixed in the keep people on their
toes. What do grades mean in kayaking?
From what I understand, it’s essentially
how likely you are too die* (who makes a
grading system like that!?).
For the actual international gradings have
a look on good old wikipedia. Before this,
I don’t think I’d ever done anything more
than a 2 and even then the water had been
low and slow. Australia doesn’t have THAT
much water.
Arriving at the first event on the Archiag,
my stomach was doing little flips as we
scouted it out. At least a 3+, we watched
the torrent of water sweep around a corner, forming several sticky looking holes
before ending in a mix between a small
drop and a conveyor belt depending on

how you hit the final line. Seeing a couple
of the experienced guys do it I figured, well
I’m here, might as well give it a go. I mean
what’s the worst that could happen (I refer
you back to the grading system…). Without a go pro of my own, here are some
pictures of the line from Nick’s POV.
On my run, I had to dodge Matt in the
final section, who, in a playboat, moved
a lot slower than I did in my high volume
cruise ship. The exhilaration I felt as I shot
out that final section was incomparable to
anything I’ve felt climbing. The feeling of
topping out on a climb is serene, meditative even. Making it through that rapid,
adrenalin singing in my viens, listening to
everyone cheer and celebrate my success
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evoked a much more primal response.
Brandishing my paddle above my head,
I gave a good impersonation of a triumphant ape, hooting my glee at scoring
another point against nature. As Louise’s
said though “Kayaking is a team sport”
and I couldn’t have done it without everyone else, ready to fish me out if I needed
help.
Watching several more people attempt the
rapid, we waited as others decided whether they were feeling up to making the run
today and if not walking their boats around
the to us. There is nothing wrong with
walking a rapid. As with any other sport
like this, knowing your own abilities and
not being pressured by others is essential.
It is not uncommon to see “over-estimated
ability” listed as the main reason for accidents.
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Bouncing our way to down to the end,
we finished off a good river with a bit of
bridge jumping. I wanted to do it nude but
there were children around. Tough life.
We then shuttled ourselves over to the
next river, a section of the river Spean. This
time the main event was toward the end,
a funky chute with a stopper followed by
a small hole. Unlike the previous one, this
was much shorter and just about everyone
gave it a go, with varying degrees of success.
Unlike the previous event, this one had a
bit of drama, in part I think because more
people attempted it. If you have 28 people
go through, odds are somethings gonna
go wrong at some point. So the drama.
Well, Kirsty, rolling at the end, managed to
hit just about the only rock nerby with her
head, demonstrating why we were hel-

mets. Coming up, it turned out she had hit
the rock hard enough to crack her helmet
and give her a little beauty bump. Aside
from needing a new helmet, she’s Ok.
Chris W then demonstrated exactly where
not to come out of your boat e.g. the top of
the chute.

your boot, still full of river water, sand, and
grit, flavored by your foot. You fill it with
beer. Then you drink.

That doesn’t look good…

Special thanks to Peter, Andy and Nick for
the photos!

Giving the safeties something to do.
Returning to the hall, everyone had five
fingers, five toes and had had a great day.
All in all, a success. However, there was
one final ritual that had to be conducted
before we officially called it a day. A noble
tradition. The Bootie Beer. As I said earlier,
kayaking is a team sport, and when your
friends save you from the water, you pay
homage to them and the river (for not eating you) in a very simple way. You take off

As I said, kayakers, they’re crazy bunch but
they’re my type of crazy. A fantastic day.
Thanks to all the safeties who made it possible.

For full size photos and related stories:
https://hillstohoists.wordpress.com/2015/04/03/kayakers-my-type-of-crazy/
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ARAPS EASTER 2015
Story and photos by Bonnie Zhang & Jin Jin Cong

Wednesday. We had been on Xena (10) the day
before when we decided Watchtower Chimney (12)
looked fun, so we jumped on it. This climb was pure
awesomeness, and we were well-equipped for it with
the club’s new massive Camalots:
The cams were placed—whether out of necessity
or so that the second could then haul them up was
debatable.
Bonnie led the slabby first pitch which starts as
an awkward but juggy crack, and turns into a nice
thoughtful slab with a big airy traverse. Jin led the
third pitch, fearlessly negotiating the also awkward
chimney with much creativity, and making the
probably sensible decision to avoid the Detour via
Mr Chicken (ungradeable), which goes behind the
Watchtower, ends up on its other side at Watchtower
Crack (16), and makes the Squeeze Test look roomy in
comparison.
Not all of our climbs were big rambling multipitch
epics though - we got some fantastic shorter climbs
in closer to camp on the Organ Pipes, had a multitude
of single-digit classics to squeeze in before sunset (or
not).

Posing with Bigarse Cams®

DETOUR!

At the top as seen from Xena (which Alex
and Koen were climbing)—success!

One windy morning we rugged up for the classic D
Major (10), which involved climbing a well-protected
crack and disappearing under a boulder (pitch 1,
led by Bonnie) and then leaving the comfort of the
boulder for a steepish but juggy buttress (pitch 2, led
by Jin).
Thursday. It was Alex and Bonnie's last day. Our
plan was an early climb on Muldoon, then meet up
with Alex and Koen after breakfast to get a lift to
something on Pharos. We managed to set out at 7:10,
getting to the climb about 7:20. The sun was up, but
low enough to be a bit chilly and we were the only
ones there. It was nice.
Bonnie wanted the first pitch (13) which had a
traverse then up a steep bulgy arete on gorgeous
jugs. It was committing, but Bonnie tackled it like a
boss. Nic warned us the second pitch had a sketchy
start that was hard to get pro in without basically
getting out of the cave so if you fell you'd deal a
factor 2 on the anchor. Bonnie had placed a high
anchor piece, but Jin also managed to get something
in before having to commit to any big moves. The
rest of the climb seemed pretty straightfoward, if
a little sustained at times. It was really fun though,
much more interesting than the other 13s we'd done.
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Bonnie having a huge amount of fun on pitch 1

The chimney on pitch 3 is hiding Jin

ARAPS EASTER 2015
I also managed to build an anchor at the rap station,
probably because I veered too far right, which
conveniently made things quicker. Unfortunately the
club 60m rope we had was a bit shorter than Bonnie’s
which has previously gotten us to the bottom escaping the abseil onto a ledge and downclimbing
was quite interesting…
By then it looked like Alex and Koen had left for
their big adventure so we wandered over to do
Agamemnon (11) while we were still at the Atridae.
We had heard some serious grunting and swearing
from Muldoon, and indeed there was quite a crowd,
but Agamemnon was free. A hardgoing dudebro
was squeezing out the testosterone to get up a
sandbagged 20 (Wizard of Ice), an awkward looking
overhanging crack with poor feet. Meanwhile the
rest of their group were toproping Necrophiliac (15),
a nice looking curved crack, and a trio from NZ had
started on Electra (19) which looks awesome. The
second guy going up Electra came upon a section
that he didn't seem to be able to get past, so no less
than three people (mostly not from his group) started
yelling instructions at him on how to prussik when he
had never done it before and the only piece of gear
he had with him was a sling. He gave it a proper shot,
but ultimately followed his original plan and went
back down.
Surrounded by this excitement and drama, Bonnie
calmly onsighted Agamemnon in one pitch. Jin
thought it looked a lot cooler from the ground than
when she was actually climbing it, probably because
you can't see the chimney you are in. On lead though
it was super-exposed and quite thrilling, especially at
the run out finish (especially if your last dubious nut
spontaneously pulls itself out).

Diapason (7) in the rain(ish)

Bonnie on the top of Piccolo (11)

We had an early lunch and then set out for Hurricane
Lamp Cracks (12), billed as a 2 star "mountaineering
classic, add a star if covered in snow". We were
tossing up between that and the Shroud, since
Phill, Kate and Nic had all said that was one of their
favourite climbs of the trip (Phill and Kate climbed
it in the rain) but we decided to do HLC instead for
something different. The only drawback of climbing
on Pharos was the need for a second rope to abseil
down (there were other options but this was the
most painless). Luckily for us, Nic and Daniel decided
to go up the nearby Spiral Staircase so we'd end up
at the top together and share ropes for the abseil.
Jin was really enjoying linking up pitches and
saving time not building so many anchors, vaguely
seriously suggesting we do the whole 118m climb
in two pitches (recommended as five pitches in the
guidebook). Bonnie was not impressed with this idea,
25
Jin leading Didgeridoo (11)
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so we did it in three; Jin led the first two, Bonnie led
the second two and Nic led the last pitch when our
climbs merged. Although it was a chimney, it felt
pretty different to all the other chimneys since it was
quite shallow. The last pitch, which was also the final
two pitches of Spiral Staircase, was very open, slabby,
involved stepping across a void but also resulted in
heaps of rope drag. This was a lovely surprise because
for some reason Bonnie had thought the last pitch
would be boring, maybe because it was graded the
easiest, but it was actually pretty spectacular.
As we were waiting for Nic to finish setting up the
anchor, a guy with one climbing shoe on ran over
and frantically started climbing next to us. Perhaps
inspired by this, Daniel climbed the last pitch in
bare feet. As we were setting up our abseil, we
encountered the guy's brother who had soloed up
again in bare feet to retrieve a nut the first guy hadn't
managed to extract.
We got down just as it was starting to get dark and
headed back to camp at a very reasonable time for
dinner. Koen and Alex arrived shortly after, both in
high spirits after having finally completed their 175m
goal of Syrinx. A wonderful end to a wonderful trip.

Early walk to the Atridae to climb Muldoon

The rap off Muldoon
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Bonnie on Agamemnon

At the top of the Pharos

o you’ve just joined the ANUMC (congratulations on your
excellent decision) and are looking around at all the activities
on offer. Depending on where you’re from, Bushwalking
either sounds fun or like attempting to crush bits of shrubbery,
but it’s a great way to get out and see the surrounding area.
Climbing? Yeah you did that with your school a few years ago
and it was a good challenge; maybe you’ll do some more on the
club’s free climbing wall. White water kayaking sounds scary but
kind of exciting, and someone mentioned you can do it in the
suburbs of Canberra in the evening after work/uni. But what about
canyoning?
If you’re like I was when I moved to Canberra, you know canyoning
as some activity you’re vaguely aware people do on the mainland*,
presumably in canyons. Well it turns out it draws on a little of all
the above activities, particularly when you’re part of a club group
going down to Tasmania to explore its unknown canyons.
There’s definitely bushwalking (or treking/hiking/tramping if
you prefer) both inside the canyons and out. The starts and ends
of canyons are rarely conveniently close to road; once you’ve
driven along freeways, highways, country roads and then fire
trails, the walking starts. Sometimes it’s an easy ten minute jaunt
along a good track and other times it’s a half day scrub-bash
with tantalising glimpses of cairns marking a non-existent trail.
Generally it’s an hour or less along a rough track. The bushwalking
doesn’t stop then; even once you’ve reached a canyon, there are
often stretches of beautiful rainforest to walk through between
the abseils. We may find ourselves walking through beautiful
rainforest in Tasmania, but we will have long walks to get to the
canyons. One area we hope to explore is a full day’s walk between
the planned basecamp annd the nearest rough road. From there,
we’ll be walking again (now without tracks) to reach the canyons
themselves.
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Climbers are used to rapelling down from the top of a climb, so
abseiling is reasonably familiar to them.
We abseil all the time in canyons, except that our abseiling is often
closer to downclimbing. Big, commercially run canyons usually
have bolted anchors. But most canyoning anchors are notoriously
unreliable, and are trusted as little as possible. Tigersnake canyon,
near the popular Twister and Rocky Creek, has an anchor built
from a bundle of broken sticks held together by frayed strands of
hope. How much do you trust that with your wellbeing? Probably
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not very much. So you half-climb your way down the abseil to put
as little weight as possible on the anchor.
What anchors will we be forced to use while in Tasmania? We
hope not to build any quite so suspect as Tigersnake’s, but we won’t
know what will be at the top of each abseil until we get there. All
we know now is that it looks like the abseils will be a lot taller and a
lot further away from help.
In New South Wales, the water moves slowly through the canyons:
waterfalls are gentle affairs splashing their way down sculpted
rocks, swims are through dark placid pools and many canyons
leave you completely dry from the waist up. From what we know
about Tasmania, it’s wet canyons are somewhat closer to rapids.
“Swiftwater Canyoning” is common in areas of Europe and New
Zealand, but is a far cry from our familiar haunts in the Blue
Mountains. Many of our rescue techniques won’t apply. So we
have to learn how to canyon, and rescue ourselves doing an activity
entirely unfamiliar to us.
How does the plannned expedition to Tasmania affect you? Well
if you’re reasonably experienced, looking to push yourself further
and wanting to try something crazy, get in touch. Unfortunately
this isn’t going to be a beginner trip, but keep an eye on the trip
calendar for trips and courses when we’ll be working on our skills.
Even if you can’t join this trip, you can train with us and prepare to
join the next expedition, or lead one of your own.
* Yes, well spotted, I’m a Taswegian.
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Perched just above the snow line on Feathertop’s
north-west spur, high in the Victorian Alps south
of the well-known ski resort of Mt Hotham is a dull
green geodesic dome. This dome sports an entrance,
triangular windows, a mezzanine sleeping area, water
pump and a plain-green paint job. Commanding an
exceptional view of Feathertop and its surrounds,
Melbourne University Mountaineering club (MUMC)
Hut is a beacon and a refuge for bushwalkers and
ski-tourers in all weather conditions. Also known
as the Mt. Feathertop Memorial Hut it serves as a
memorial to a number of MUMC members both
past and present who perished in pursuit of outdoor
adventure.
The hut was built in the late 60’s by the MUMC. As
MUMC’s website described the construction of the
hut was a mammoth task which involved over 200
people and an astounding organisational effort.
Around 5 tonnes of building materials, 2 tonnes of
food and 500kg of tools and equipment were carried
in over the North Razorback track from the end of
the now-closed Stony Creek Top 4WD track. The first
stage of construction involved surveying the site.
Explosives were used for the initial excavation due to
the rockiness of the area, after which holes were dug
for the main support posts which were concreted
in. The hut has changed over time. There was once a
wood stove in the center of the dome but is now no
more. Etched in MUMC tradition (as Richard Salmons
will attest) is an annual midnight ascent to the hut via
the North West Spur in mid-winter.
Our ascent to MUMC hut was at a more leisurely hour
– 9:34am to be exact, and from a different approach –
the well-trodden Bungalow Spur. Our ascent (in early
June) was marked with snow, clear glimpses of Mt
Feathertop’s ridge line and the Kiewa valley through
the rolling fog and to top it all off ben’s toilet humour
kept the weather gods laughing and on side.

SEARCHING FOR SNOW ON

FEATHERTOP

STORY BY ROB HAYES — PICTURES BY ROB HAYES & GIOVANNI GUCCIONE

MUMC hut is indeed captivating. On our return to our
camp site beside Federation hut, we were inspired
by thoughts on what could be for the ANUMC in
Kosciusko! Something to ponder and perhaps include
in our next University grant submission. Back at
Federation hut and warmed by the bot belly stove,
our group mystified the Melbourne based crowd with
our unorthodox food combinations and application
of the rules for the card game ‘shit head.’
Our search for snow was indeed successful. Despite
a late minute change of venue (winds kept us away
from Bogong) we found enough snow to camp in,
form a snow ball (with Janet being our unwilling
target) and celebrate, to mark the opening of the
2015 snow season.
To read more about the MUMC hut see:
http://www.mumc.org.au/node/20
Before I close I must ask a question. When choosing munchies
to pack when searching for snow which of the following six
food categories do you fit into? You can only choose one:

A: Carrots

C: Kebab and tea

E: Bacon, cream, dates

B: Scrambled eggs and sausage

D: Pasta and nutella

F: Parsley infused water, wine and energy balls

Something to ponder. By the way, Rob is A, Ben D
is B, Mohamad J is C, Giovanni is D, Janet is E and
Magdalena is F.
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On club nights Climbing
Wall Officers will open an
d close
the faciliity. For off-peak
use at other times you wi
ll
be
responsible for providing
your own personal climb
ing
gear, securing and pack
ing up the anchors for th
e ropes
being used.
Note on climbing wall av
ailability in 2015: There
are some
dates where the climbing
walls are not available for
the
regular timeslots due to
ANU exams, tournament
s
etc
.
These include:
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What to bring
If you have your own climbing shoes, harn
ess etc.
then bring them along. You will be climbing
, so wear
appropriate clothing suitable for fitness
training or
physical activities. Snug fitting sports sho
es with a
thin sole are recommended too as they
will make
climbing easier.

Indoor Climbing Walls

The club has access to the two indoor clim
bing walls
located in the ANU Sports Union, and they
are an
ideal way to develop fitness, build strength
and learn
many aspects of rock climbing techniqu
e including
valuable tips from more experienced mem
bers. The
walls also offer the convenience of being
centrally
located and the opportunity to climb indo
ors at
night or when the weather is unsuitable
for climbing
outdoors.
Access on club nights and off-peak time
s is free and
permitted for club members who have atte
nded,
passed and paid for a belay course (see
above). The
club also provides harnesses and shoes
to use at the
wall on club nights.
The club has use of the wall for free on two
evenings,
one lunchtime and every morning during
the week.
These are the hours for access by club mem
bers for
2015:

CLUB NIGHTS

[harnesses provided and wall officers pres

Monday
Wednesday

ent]

5:30–8:00pm
5:30–8:00pm

OFF-PEAK
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Friday
Saturday

5:00–5:30pm
8:00–9:00pm
12:30–1:30pm
7:00–10:00am
5:00–5:30pm
8:00–9:00pm
2:00–5:00pm
8:00–10:30am
(old wall has limited
availability after 9:00am)

Events: 7 August, 28–3
0 August, 19 October,
26–30 October and 28 No
vember
Exams: 1–19 June and
2–20 November 2015

Keeping in touch

Online

The club has a number
of online resources to he
lp
members stay up to date
and informed, including
a
website, facebook and tw
itter accounts. Generally
new
posts are duplicated ac
ross these resources, so
you can
choose the style that su
its you best (see the sid
ebar for
details), however the we
bsite is the most comp
rehensive
resource and the best wa
y to find out about and
sign
up for trips. Note that so
me areas of the website
require
you to be a club memb
er which will be recorded
in your
website account when
your membership fee is
paid.

Mailing lists

The club maintains a nu
mber of mailing lists wh
ich
members may subscribe
to in order to keep up to
date with activities and
club matters of interest
and
importance to them. Me
mbers are also able to po
st
messages to most of th
ese lists, so they are a pr
actical
way of getting importa
nt news out regarding sp
ecific
topics without neccessa
rily spamming the entir
e
club
membership.

Contribute to Epic

Share the love by sending
through your trip repor
ts,
epic photos, gear review
s or bush recipes, by em
ail to
anumc.epic@gmail.com
. If you want to become
a regular
contributor to Epic, just
let the committee know
.

Website

u/
http://anumc.org.a

Facebook

ANU Mountaineer

Twitter

ing Club (ANUMC)
/anumcEPIC

http://twitter.com

Blog

dpress.com/
http://anumc.wor

Epic email

l.com

anumc.epic@gmai
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Lifeline is taking on the wor

ld’s highest freestanding m

ountain Kilimanjaro, in Oct
ober 2015…
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As part of the Lifeline Climb
Kilimanjaro Challenge you’ll
witness
the sunrise over the East Afric
an plains, trek through grassla
nds,
alpine meadows and across
rocky peaks, while you raise
vital funds
to support their 13 11 14 crisi
s line. Get involved to make
sure no call
from an Australian in crisis go
es unanswered.
The challenge won’t be easy
, but with every step you take
you will
make a difference to the lives
of Australians in crisis.
To register, contact Inspired
Adventures on 1300 905 188
or visit
http://www.inspiredadven
tures.com.au/lifeline/kilim
anjaro2015/
and start your adventure toda
y.

